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Q-1903

Advanced

Sevilla Shots
Bag

35 x 30 x 10 cm 

FABRIC REQUIREMENT:
Fabrics from series „Sevilla Shots”, 59” (150 
cm) wide.

OTHER SUPPLIES:
H630  1 m 
Decovil I light  1 m
   
In addition: Matching sewing and quilting thread. Also multi colour thread.
Suede leather pieces in the colours green, red, pink, fuchsia, blue, lilac.
Spray adhesive
Needle for leather
Magnetic closure
1 square ring in silver, 40 mm
1 slide in silver, 40 mm
Bias tape maker 18 mm

CUTTING :  IMPORTANT seam allowance of 1 cm is included.

Cut 1 rectangle 40 x 39 cm in fabric A, B, H630 & Decovil I light.
Cut 1 rectangle 57 x 39 cm in fabric A, B, H630 & Decovil I light.
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SEWING OF BAG:    Seam allowance is 1 cm.

Iron H 630 on the outer fabric (fabric A). With right sides together join the two pieces together at 
one side seam of the bag. 

Now make the application. Use the template on page 4 to cut the pieces of fabric, adding seam 
allowance. Cut the pieces of cloth like a fan and shorten them so that all parts have different 
lengths.
Sew the pieces of fabric to a fan and iron the seam allowance in one direction, always in the 
direction of the longer fabric part. 
Now spray the back with spraying glue and place 6 cm parallel to the lower edge of the outer 
fabric (fabric A).
Now cut the leather parts as an extension to the fan strip and also stick it on.

Apply all parts with a tight satin stitch. Also sew over the middle seams of the fan. Use the Multi 
colour threads to sew a decorative stitch on some fabric strips, see close up photos on page 3. 
A leather sewing needle is recommended for applying leather.

Join the second side seam of the bag. For the bottom sew a triangle of 11 cm and cut away the 
corners. The application is now following the bottom edge. 

Cut away a triangle at the front flap so that it’s possible to see as much of the fan pattern as 
possible.

Iron Decovil I light on the inner fabric of the bag (fabric B).
With right sides together join this lining as well. Also sew corners at bottom as outside. Cut slan-
ting flap too.

Sew shoulder strap. For this, cut a strip of 8 x 150 cm in fabric A. Cut a strip 4 cm wide in H630 
and iron in the middle of the strap strip in fabric A. Fold the sides of the strap in fabric A to the 
middle and iron tight. Create a blue bias tape using a bias tape maker 18 mm. Sew the bias 
tape in center of the shoulder strap.

A:    2758-029
60 cm

C:    2758-013
Small piece

B:    2758-049
50 cm

D:    2758-008
Small piece

E:    2758-004
Small piece

F:    2758-014
Small piece

H:    2758-016
Small piece

G:    2758-055
Small piece

I:    2758-005
Small piece

J:    2758-007
Small piece
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With right side together place the inner bag inside the outer bag. 
Position, mark and attach the magnetic closure.
Attach the shoulder strap at one side seam and attach a small piece of leather with the square 
ring at the other side seam. Join the bag, leaving an opening.  

Turn the bag and steam. Close the opening.
Top stitch the opening and the flap.

At last draw the shoulder strap through the square ring and attach the strap.

Your new bag is finished!

We wish you much success and pleasure with our fabrics and pattern.
Your Team from STOF fabrics.
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Template
Fans
Without seam 
allowance


